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We can source any type of flooring to order including exotic timbers and different hand finishes 

 

Our Antique Flooring 
 
This is new flooring made to look old by hand working it. Our prices are very 

competitive compared to actual reclaimed flooring which is in short supply and 

extremely expensive.  

 

Our hand crafted antique collection has been designed to replicate the “Old 

Fashioned” look for Oak flooring. The boards look just like old reclaimed oak 

flooring. The planks are hand scraped and tumbled to give that natural “worn” look.  

 

The quality of the Oak used and the expertise of our craftsmen mean the solid Oak 

looks like it has been there for years. These boards will have open knots (but not 

holes) as did the old floorboards used years ago.   

 

Our engineered hand distressed boards look the same as solid Oak but can be laid in 

less environmentally friendly conditions where solid boards may move excessively 

due to climatic conditions. All our boards are tongue and groove all round for 

easy installation. Our engineered boards range from 150mm, 189mm to 220mm. 

 

You can mix different widths in our engineered boards, and also mix random lengths 

with our long length boards. This will give the feel of a really old floor at a fraction of 

the price. 

 

For example mix 150mm wide and 189mm wide engineered boards in both random 

lengths and also in long lengths, this will be the cheapest option rather than buying 

all long lengths. Long length boards are more expensive due to the fact that we 

have to be more selective when choosing the raw material.  

 

We only do widths over 150mm in engineered boards to ensure a trouble free 

installation and also to ensure that your floor will look good for years to come. The 

last thing you want is for the floor to move and twist after a year or so.  

 

Please call us to discuss your requirements so that we can meet your expectations. 

 


